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ABSTRACT

Double-diffusive fluxes occur when convection is driven by thermal and concentration gradients, and
the temperature and concentration diffusivities take different values. This phenomenon has relevance for
numerous applications [1]. From a theoretical point of view very interesting behavior has been found in
cavities with imposed vertical gradients, including chaos [2]. The case of horizontal gradients naturally
arises in applications such as crystal growth. In this configuration, quiescent (conductive) solutions do
exist when thermal and solutal buoyancy forces exactly compensate each other. This has allowed for
theoretical analysis by studying the stability of the conductive solution [3, 4, 5, 6]. In this work we
numerically study this later case for a small Prandtl number binary mixture, including only the Soret
effect. On one hand we have calculated the branches of steady states and their stability, locating the
bifurcation points, and on the other hand we have found non steady solutions by performing temporal
integration of the evolution equations.

We have considered a binary mixture in a 2-D rectangular cavity of aspect ratio
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���

, where�
is the length and

�
is the height of the cavity. A difference of temperature �� is maintained between

both vertical boundaries. Dimensionless equations in Boussinesq approximation explicitly read
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where

�'YZ�[N\�^]1 
is the dimensionless velocity field in

�[@\�`_F 
coordinates,

%
is the pressure over the

density, and
E

denotes the departure of the temperature from a linear horizontal profile, in units of �� .
Lengths and times are scaled with

�
and acb ��� + �	d , respectively, being

d
the thermal diffusivity. The

dimensionless parameters are the Prandtl number
(X��ef�	d

, the Rayleigh number
.10P��g*h��\i �j �	eWd

and the Lewis number
Vk�mlD�	d

, where
e

denotes the kinematic viscosity,
h

the gravity level,
g

the thermal expansion coefficient, and
l

is the mass diffusivity. The separation ratio
7n�po1qr�"5j#

osq� 	tu 73v will be taken
7w��#x5

. Here,
7Bv

is the Soret coefficient,
oOq

is the concentration of the heavier
component in the homogeneous mixture, and y is the mass expansion coefficient ( y{z � for the heavier
component). The variable

G��|o}#~E
represents a dimensionless chemical potential, being

o
the

deviation of the concentration of the heavier component relative to the linear horizontal profile which
equilibrates that of the temperature in the expression of the mass flux. The gradient of

G
represents the

dimensionless mass flux.

The boundaries are taken to be no-slip and with no mass flux. Right and left hand sides are maintained
at constant temperatures and at the horizontal plates a linear profile of temperature between the two
prescribed temperatures is imposed. Thus, boundary conditions are written as

����E����S���jG!�����
at �C� < (2)

These boundary conditions prevent the transformation that takes the Soret equations into those used in
Refs.[3, 4, 5, 6]. Equations (1) together with boundary conditions (2), are invariant under a rotation of� around the point

�����	����5��	�� 
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Figure 1: Stationary solutions diagram
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Figure 2: Stream lines of the steady solutions of
.10,��=��	�

and
.10,��5r5��C�

.

We have solved equations (1) and boundary conditions (2) using a second order time-splitting algorithm,
proposed in [7], applied to a pseudo-spectral Chebyshev method. To calculate steady solutions we
have adapted a pseudoespectral first-order time-stepping formulation to carry out Newton’s method, as
described in Refs [8, 9, 10]. In the preconditioned version of the Newton’s iteration, the corresponding
linear system is solved by an iterative technique using a GMRES package (CERFACS, free distribution).
The linear stability analysis of the steady states is conducted by computing the leading eigenvalues of
the Jacobian by means of the Arnoldi’s method, using routines from the ARPACK package.

For numerical calculations the chosen parameters have been Prandtl number
()�k��<��r�L��5�=

and Lewis
number

V!����<����
. Analysis of the steady solutions provides the scenario shown in Fig. 1. For small

.10
the conductive solution (allowed by the choice

7���#x5
) is stable, but loses stability at

.10X��=C�W5	<>�
through a transcritical bifurcation ( 9� ) maintaining symmetry. The bifurcating solutions are character-
ized by a central main roll accompanied by secondary ones in opposed corners. The supercritical branch
is stable only until

.10j��=C�L��<��
, where a small non-symmetric branch connect it to the conductive solu-

tions through pitchfork bifurcations, as in Ref. [5]. The unstable symmetric branch undergoes a couple
of saddle node bifurcations until it crosses through a transcritical bifurcation the conductive branch at.10��Z5r5��C�

(  + ). In this process the number of rolls increases. This is shown if Fig. 2, where stream
lines are shown for the (unstable) steady solutions corresponding to

.10,��=��	�
and

.10j��5r5��C�
. All this

branch is characterized by very small fluxes, and hence by very small departures of the temperature and
concentration profiles from that corresponding to the (constant gradients) conductive solution.

The subcritical branch gains stability in a saddle node bifurcation at
.10,���r�

(
7�� � ), and loses it again

at
.10,���C�L=

in a Pitchfork bifurcation (
%

) where a stable non-symmetric branch appears. A comparison
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Figure 3: Stream lines and concentration levels of the steady solutions of the symmetric branch (
.10!�

5��r=r�
) and the non symmetric branch (

.10,���r�r�
).

between both branches is shown in Fig. 3. They are both characterized by a main roll, centered in the
case of the symmetric solution (Fig. 3.a) and confined to one side in the broken-symmetry solution (Fig.
3.b). Concentration fields are roughly homogeneous inside rolls, displacing concentration gradients to
the lateral boundaries.

Following these two branches, one finds the following: On the one hand the steady asymmetrical so-
lution undergoes two successive saddle-node bifurcations at

.10
��5��	���
(
7�� + ) (losing stability) and.10X���r�r=�<>�

(
7�� i ). At

.10w���r��5��
we found a Hopf bifurcation ( � + ). Therefore from

.10X��5��	���
on there is a region in which no steady stable solution exist. On the other hand the steady symmetrical
solution suffers a Hopf bifurcation at

.10
�}��5����
( ��� ) that mantains the symmetry. The (still unsta-

ble) bifurcating orbit has been then calculated by using temporal evolution forcing the symmetry. At.10����r�r=r�
this solution gains stability in a Pitchfork bifurcation. The new non-symmetric orbit is

unstable and we could not follow it. Nevertheless it is presumably connected to the former asymmetric
branch at the Hopf bifurcation of

.10j�~�r��5��
, since that agrees with our proposed scenario.

Beyond
.10,��5��	���

, from temporal integration of the evolution equations we have obtained a branch of
asymmetric periodic solutions. When the Rayleigh number decreases, the period of this orbit becomes
logarithmically singular and we have identified a global saddle-loop bifurcation [11] at

.108��5r5��C�
(
7��

), when the orbit connects with the unstable branch of the saddle-node of
.10{��5��	���

. The log-
arithmic fit of these periods gave the same value of the unstable eigenvalue of the saddle stationary
point than that obtained by the steady state stability calculation. Near the global bifurcation the time
evolution of the velocity of a representative point is shown in Fig. 4 (left).The value for the steady
asymmetric unstable solution is also represented. We see how the solution spends a long time near the
steady solution.

This asymmetric periodic orbit is the only observed solution until
.10X�}�r�r=r�

, where the symmetric
periodic solution mentioned above becomes stable. Then both solutions coexist until

.10����r�r=��F<>=
,

where the asymmetric orbit disappears.

The Hopf bifurcation that undergoes the symmetric steady state at
.10!�~��5����

is reflected in the shape
of the asymmetric orbit and when we increase further

.10
, the period of the orbit diverges as

.10 � �U¡ + .
Also, the system follows a period doubling cascade. The attractor is represented if Fig. 4 (right) for.10&�¢�r�r=r=

. The attractor disappears at
.10&�¢�r�r=r�

after reaching an infinite period and infinite length
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Figure 4: Asymmetric orbit. Left: time series near
.10D�£5r5��C�

, with the value of the saddle stationary
solution marked. Right: attractor for

.10,���r�r=r=
. The stable symmetric orbit is also represented

limit. The process through which the attractor disappears is not completely clear. The law of growth of
the period suggests that there is a connection with a saddle-node. This, together with the divergence in
the length of the orbit, is consistent with a ’blue sky catastrophe’ scenario [12].
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